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Part 2 - Flux at Rollo Contemporary 8th September - 5th November 

This was the second part to Rollo's on going series that explores the the body in art  
 
made by women since 2000.   
This is a brilliant theme from which to look at our contemporary, image obsessed  
social climate, as well as examining art historical attitudes towards both the female 
form and in Nathalie Djurberg's case the mother/child relationship. 
Overall, shows like this undermine stereotype, always good and offer new and 
personnel insights into what is relevant now.   
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I loved Djurberg's claymation videos.  They are extraordinary in their painstaking 
technique of clay animation and deal with dark and uncomfortable issues.  The 
traditional mother/child relationship so revered as ever loving and almost spiritual in 
its traditional portrayal is smashed to bits with this rendition.  We see a mother of five 
slowly morph into a grotesque, multi limbed being after her children have climbed 
back into her vagina.  The mother contorts in agony but is unable to stop the children. 
 It's done in a way that is both lustful and abusive.  The romanticism with which this 
subject is normally dealt has left us vulnerable in being able to cope with anything 
other, let alone the so called 'taboo's' that Djurberg offers us. 
Sarah Lederman's paintings are really beautiful.  Semi-naked nude's of teenage girls, 
painted in a very expressionistic, fluid way and portrayed not as synthetic, celebrity 
doll look-a-likes but "messy and free, the female body as a site of freedom." 
Tracey Emin's drawings are a celebration of female sexuality and desire, uninhibited 
and unashamed of it's own eroticism.  
This really is a fantastic show, beautifully curated by Philippa Found and really ought 
not to be missed. 
 
Image - Sarah Lederman's Ascending in Tights 


